This blurb is not in final form. Like, stuff may yet be added to it.

For MATH 171 001 (at 1040) the final exam is

Tuesday
12/13/05
10:30 AM

For MATH 171 002 (at 1340) the final exam is

Thursday
12/15/05
1:30 PM

This will be a Maple basic-skills exam with questions like:

(i) Write a Maple definition of a …

(ii) Give this Maple command’s output.

(iii) Write a command or procedure which does …

(iv) Match this list of commands with this other list of outputs.

For these you want to be up on

(a) ",;"
(b) ":="
(c) "->"
(d) with(plots)
(e) with(CurveFitting)
(f) unapply
(g) simplify
(h) [...] vs {...}
(i) subs
(j) map
(k) zip
(l) plot
(m) implicitplot
(n) display
(o) diff
(p) D
(q) D vs diff
(r) Int
(s) value
(t) int
(u) Int vs int
(v) animate
(w) LeastSquares
(x) if
(y) for-do
(z) proc